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ABSTRACT
Many types of clinical studies collect information on people other than the person in the study. Family medical history
– MH or a custom domain? What about organ donor data? Care-giver information? Until now we have there was no
home in the CDISC SDTM structure to standardize this information. With the publication of the Associated Persons
SDTM IG this standardization has arrived! However, since it is so new, many don’t know that it exists and/or how to
apply it.
This presentation will explore the Associated Persons SDTM Implementation Guide by exploring six investigational
questions to make the application of the AP SDTM IG very logical and even easy. During the presentation we will
discuss “What” the Associated Person IG is and for “Who” are these domains intended? “When” do these domains
apply in a study and “Where” do I put all the information? One of the biggest questions that will be discussed is
“How” to apply the information from the IG. Finally, we will discuss “Why” these domains are a necessary addition
and why they should be applied to all studies wherever they are applicable.
In order to accomplish discussing all of these questions the presentation will include many applied examples. It will
progress from study structure to CRFs and annotations to translating the information from the raw data into the
Associated Persons domain structure. While the transition to using Associated Persons domains may seem complex
for many, by the end of this presentation all attendees will have a thorough understanding of these domains and how
to use them in their next clinical study.

INTRODUCTION
Have you ever had the experience of seeing a new standards implementation guide (IG) from CDISC and not
immediately understanding how it is applicable to your clinical trial? Or, perhaps you can see the applications, but
are not fully understanding the purpose of each of the standards? The Associated Persons (AP) implementation
guide is an excellent example of when these questions arise. What is an associated person? Why should you care
about this standard when you already have SDTM? When do you use these new standards? Who fits into this
category? Where does the data go? How do you make it happen? All of that and more will be explained over the
next few pages!

WHAT IS AN ASSOCIATED PERSON?
First, what is the SDTM Associated Persons Implementation Guide? Or perhaps a better question is: what is an
Associated Person? The Associated Persons IG gives a standardized home for non-subject specific data collected
during a study. Since this data is not actually about the study subject, it does not belong in a subject level SDTM.
Therefore, CDISC created a place to store this data – within the Associated Persons domains.

WHEN IS IT APPLICABLE?
When is this actually applicable to your study? Some common applications are family medical history and family
substance abuse history. Associated persons domains are also used for accidental exposure data – a study
treatment accidentally applied to someone who was not in the study (whether they have a relationship to the study
subject or not) and any adverse events which are due to accidental exposure. There might also be AEs due to
device malfunction which would impact a non-study subject. Donor information which is collected would be stored in
an Associated Person domain as well as any information collected regarding a caretaker or a sexual partner.
Environmental exposure information might be collected such as the smoking habits of someone who lives in the
same household as the study subject. Finally, diagnostic samples may be collected when the topic of a study is an
investigational device and the data would be regarding the tissue or blood sample used in a diagnostic test. These
are only a few examples among many applications but hopefully this gives you a good idea to get you in the frame of
mind for these domains.

WHO IS AN ASSOCIATED PERSON?
So, who is an associated person? An associated person can be associated with an individual subject OR the study
itself. It is not a requirement for an individual to have a relationship with a specific study subject in order to be
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considered an associated person. For example, if the wrong patient in a hospital received the study medication, then
they do not have a relationship to a particular study subject - they are just related to the study itself. The data in AP
domains needs to be about the associated person. This means if a person maintained the data but the data isn’t
actually about that person, then that person is not an associated person. However, if the CRF collected specific
information about someone other than the study subject, such as medical history, age, race, etc., then that data, and
only that data, would be stored in an AP domain. Note also that an associated person is actually a person, that is, a
human. This means data such as environmental exposure for a type of allergy would not be mapped in these
domains.

WHERE DOES THE DATA GO IN SDTM?
Next we want to determine where all of this information is kept in a standardized structure. Associated Persons
models can be created based off of traditional SDTM domains. The datasets themselves get a prefix of “AP” added
to the SDTM domain you are creating in order to identify these datasets as Associated Persons – yes, that means
you will have dataset names that are four characters long, such as APDM. Also, one big departure from SDTM is
that Associated Persons domains are only used as needed. What this means is that you only have the datasets for
which you actually have data. If you don’t have any demographics data collected for your study, then you will not
have an APDM domain, which is acceptable. Finally, supplemental qualifiers for AP domains have slightly different
naming characteristics than traditional SDTMs: you will have a prefix of “SQAP” rather than “SUPP”.

HOW TO MAKE IT HAPPEN
Now that we have a great basis and background for Associated Persons domains, let’s finally discuss how to make it
happen, starting with some general information regarding the characteristics of these domains! The domain labels
for AP domains must start with “Associated Persons”. Any kind of study drug exposure or protocol driven timing
variables are generally not used in Associated Persons domains. This would include many DM variables, such as
ARM, ARMCD, ACTARM, ACTARMCD, RFXSTDTC, RFXENDTC, RFSTDTC, RFENDTC, RFICDTC, and
RFPENDTC you would generally see in DM but not in APDM. Logically this makes sense since you would not expect
associated persons to have any exposure or disposition event-type data for the study. Also, any regular SDTM
variable will keep the xx prefix from APxx. For example, DMDTC is still DMDTC, not APDMDTC. However, the
DOMAIN value should match the associated persons dataset name. Caution must be taken for the use of timing
variables. Since associated persons are not directly associated with the timing structure defined in the protocol,
timing variables, such as visit, need to provide context to the protocol for the study subject - not the associated
person.
AP domains have a set structure of variables, with normal SDTM variables such as STUDYID, DOMAIN and –SEQ.
In addition to these, AP specific core variables include: APID, RSUBJID, RDEVID, and SREL. Figure 1 has the spec
for AP specific variables in any SDTM.

Figure 1. Spec for AP specific variables in any SDTM
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APID is similar to a USUBJID with some key differences. First, APID does not need to be unique outside of a study.
When there is no relationship or the relationship is unknown, you still need to have distinct APIDs across datasets.
Ensure that if you have a subject in APEX and APAE that you retain the same APID across datasets, even if the
subject is only related to the study. A final important item to note with APID is that it defines a single unit. A unit can
be defined as a single person OR as a group of people.
When an APID is a group of people we consider this a Pooled APID. If you have a pooled APID, you are required to
have a POOLDEF dataset. This dataset identifies the individual persons defined within a pooled APID. In Figure 3,
there is a combination of Pooled and individual APIDs defined in the AP dataset on the left. These pooled values
translate as shown to the POOLDEF dataset on the right which has a very simple structure. POOLDEF lists out
which APIDs belong to each POOLID. Take notice also in this dataset that it is possible that a particular APID can
have individual APIDs and relationships to a study subject and be part of a Pooled ID, such as APIDs AP001 through
AP005.

Figure 2. On left: APLB with pooled APIDs. On right: POOLDEF dataset

Relationships in Associated Persons domains are handled in SREL which contains the relationship, if there is any, to
a study subject. You can pull these values from the RELSUB Controlled Terminology codelist. If there is no
relationship the subject, or just an accidental relationship to the study, you would use “ACCIDENTAL ASSOCIATION”
as the value for SREL. You will find that there are similar values used between SREL and a typical EVAL variable.
SREL can also account for multiple relationships, in which case the value of SREL is “MULTIPLE” and an
APRELSUB table is required. APRELSUB contains the definitions for each of the individual relationships. One
associated person can have multiple relationships to a single subject, OR a single associated person could be related
to multiple subjects. You should determine the SREL classifications of relationships using the controlled terminology,
and this will often make APRELSUB necessary. Be sure to make your APID in such a way that it simplifies the
APRELSUB process. Figure 3 is an example of an APRELSUB table. This looks very similar to the general structure
we have for AP domains with only variables that have to do with relationships between Associated Persons. Note
that domain and SEQ variables have dropped from this dataset model. If the study is a device study then it is
possible for RDEVID to also be included in this table following RSUBJID.
There are many logical ways for a subject to have multiple relationships. In Figure 3 within the yellow box there are
five different associated persons who are related to the first subject. Next, in the red box we have a biological aunt
who is also a caregiver to subject AMR_001_02, and APID A006 is also subject AMR_001_02’s mother. But, as we
can see in the green box, APID A006 is related to the next subject as well. Though they are the mother to subject
AMR_001_02, they are also the biological paternal cousin to subject 3! In the purple box, Subject 7 has two
associated persons, one who is a caregiver but also a biological aunt and a step-mother, and another associated
person who is their dizygotic twin brother. Clearly, it is quite common to have multiple relationships in AP domains
and that they are simple to handle by the use of controlled terminology.
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Rounding out details regarding specific variables are some quick points on RSUBJID and RDEVID. First, both of
these variables are null if the associated person is associated with the study rather than a subject or device. For
RSUBJID, as I mentioned before, you want to populate this with the USUBJID of the related subject. As we now
know, it is possible that you might have a single associated person related to multiple study subjects in which case
you would have a Pooled ID in RSUBJID with the related subjects defined in POOLDEF. Finally, RDEVID, will be
populated with SPDEVID for the related device. RDEVID is only an expected variable for device studies.

Figure 3. APRELSUB table

EXAMPLES OF HOW AP DOMAINS ARE USED
APMH – Associated Persons Medical History:

Figure 4. Family Medical History CRF
In Figure 4 there is a family history CRF. Note that the information being collected is in regard to the Subject’s Father
and Subject’s father’s family. These two values (circled in blue) translate to SREL using controlled terminology. The
MHTERM becomes the medical history event (circled in red) for which we are collecting information. Then, just as
we would for traditional SDTM, since all of these medical history terms are pre-specified, they would all have
MHPRESP equal to “Y” and then the actual value collected would be in MHOCCUR.
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APRP – Associated Persons Reproductive Findings:

Figure 5. Partner Pregnancy Status
In Figure 5 we can see the CRF collecting information for if the subject’s female partner became pregnant during the
study. So, this associated person would be a sexual partner. This dataset’s structure from RPTESTCD, seen in
Figure 6, is exactly how you would structure an RP domain. The only difference here are the AP variables which
show that this information is not about the subject themselves, but rather their sexual partner, and the ID for that
associated person. This is another popular domain to have as we always want to ensure that any drug given to a
Male is not going to cause pregnancy complications for his partner or birth defects for his child. You can imagine that
a study for HIV would find this domain particularly useful.

Figure 6. APRP domain

APEX & APAE – Associated Persons Exposure and Associated Persons Adverse Events:
Adverse events and study drug exposure are data that you may not expect to commonly see for an Associated
Person, but they are both possible nonetheless. Consider the situation where a child may accidentally take a
medicine prescribed to their parent or sibling. This would be a case for accidental exposure and certainly for any
adverse events related to the exposure. In Figure 7 we can see how this might be collected in an APEX domain.
The variables circled in green are the only structure differences compared to EX that you would expect to see in
APEX. SREL tells us that the related person is a biological child and that they are related to subject ABC001-003.

Figure 7. APEX domain

Then, in Figure 8 we can see the documented adverse event that is related to this exposure.

Figure 8. APAE domain
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Since this situation is never planned for, a CRF is generally not something that you would have prior to the study
start. Due to this, domains such as APAE and APEX are rarely expected domains, but rather urgent and highly
important domains to correctly program.

CONCLUSION
Now you are an associated persons expert! With the Associated Persons implementation guide, we have an elegant
and standardized method of collecting data that formerly had no clear place. Once there is an understanding of the
associated persons specific variables used in SDTM, you can make almost any SDTM into an Associated Persons
domain when the need arises.
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